Finding a maximum coverage by k sets from a given collection (Max-k-Cover), finding a minimum number of sets with a required coverage (Partial-Cover) are both important combinatorial optimization problems. Various problems from data mining, machine learning, social network analysis, operational research, etc. can be generalized as a set coverage problem. The standard greedy algorithm is efficient as an in-memory algorithm. However, when we are facing very large-scale dataset or in an online environment, we seek a new algorithm which makes only one pass through the entire dataset.
Introduction
Given a universe of elements U , a collection of subsets S of U , the Max-k-Cover problem asks for selecting at most k sets from S, such that the weight of the total coverage by those k sets is maximized. Many applications can be reduced to the Max-k-Cover problem. In the influence maximization problem [18] used in marketing strategy design, we want to target a bounded number of nodes in a social network which have a large influence on the rest of the network. In the sensor placement problem [20] for water pollution monitoring, sensors are expensive and therefore only a limited number is installed in a way that the area under detection is maximized.
In the blog monitoring problem [24] , we want to know how to choose a small number of interesting blogs which cover wide topics. A closely related problem is the Set-Cover problem, which asks for finding the minimum number of sets which cover the whole universe. However, Set-Cover is sometimes not a practical model, as it can be costly to cover the whole universe. In most cases, we only require a sufficiently large fraction of the universe to be covered. Therefore, we consider a variant of the Set-Cover problem, Partial-Cover, which for a given c, finds a minimum number of sets which have a coverage of at least c. Dictionary learning [7, 15] , feature selection in frequent graph mining [25] , and feature selection in text mining [11] are examples where we need to select a small number of informative features which can approximately represent the whole dataset, and they can be modeled as the Partial-Cover problem.
The Max-k-Cover and the Partial-Cover problems are NP-hard. They can be solved approximately by a simple greedy approach which iteratively picks a set maximizing the increase of coverage. For datasets of small or medium scale, this greedy approach can easily be implemented using an inverted index. However, there are two scenarios where this implementation fails to perform well. First, if data is too large to reside on main memory. For example, selecting representative subgraph features from exponentially-large number of candidates to build index [27] . In this case, random access is not practical, and it can be expensive to setup an inverted index. Therefore, we need to read through the whole dataset on disk sequentially in each iteration. The running time partly depends on the frequency an algorithm accesses the external storage. Cormode et al. [9] give a more efficient algorithm dealing with disk-reside data. The algorithm improves the number of passes through external storage, but is still not scalable when a dataset is very large. Secondly, if data is given in an online fashion and we are required to provide a high-quality solution efficiently once new data is available [5] . In this situation, we cannot retrieve all data in previous time. Instead, we have to keep a solution and make a fast update whenever there is new data. Blog monitoring [24] is an example of the online Max-k-Cover problem. To overcome the difficulties raised in these two scenarios, in this paper, we study algorithms which consume small memory and make only one-pass through the entire dataset.
The one-pass space-constraint Max-k-Cover problem has been studied in [1, 24] . In both papers, the algorithm keeps k sets in main memory as the current k-cover solution. For each new set, the algorithm decides to keep it by replacing a set in the cover or discard it. We call it swappingbased one-pass streaming algorithm (SOPS). However, there are two major drawbacks of swapping-based algorithms. First, the algorithms produce a solution for a pre-determined k and does not provide a ranking for sets in the cover. This can fail to solve some applications. For example, query diversity can be modeled as a coverage problem [26] . A search engine returns an ordered list of ranking results. It only loads more contents if a user clicks to read results in the next page. In this example, the algorithm should be able to give cover by an arbitrary number of sets which are ordered. Secondly, the swapping-based algorithm cannot be extended to the Partial-Cover problem, as we will show in Section 3.2.
Our main contribution of this paper is a novel one-pass streaming algorithm. We call our algorithm greedy-based one-pass streaming algorithm (GOPS). GOPS aims to output a prefix-optimal list of sets, such that for any k, the union of the first k sets forms a large k-cover. The algorithm can be adapted to the Partial-Cover problem in a natural way. GOPS needs O(|U |) space, which is the minimum requirement for solving the Partial-Cover problem with c = Θ(|U |). It takes time O(|S|) to process a new set S. We analyze the worst case of GOPS with the aid of computer simulation and find that it has an approximation ratio around 0.3. We compare our algorithm with swapping-based algorithms [1, 24] via extensive real-world and synthetic data. Experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm is much faster and more accurate than swapping-based algorithms in the Max-kCover problem. It has a performance close to the standard greedy algorithm on the Partial-Cover problem.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We review the standard greedy approach and related works in Section 2. We describe the swapping-based one-pass algorithms and discuss the difficulty of extending them to other set coverage problems in Section 3. We then present and analyze our greedy-based one-pass algorithm in Section 4. In Section 5, we show experimental results. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
Preliminaries and Related Works
In this paper, we consider the Max-k-Cover problem and the Partial-Cover problem for the uniform-weighted case. Namely, the weight of a set is the size of the set. The discussion can be extended to the weighted case, where we have a weight function w : U → R + and the weight of a set S is the total weight of the elements in S. We always denote the weight of a set S by w(S).
The greedy approach to both problems selects a set S which covers the maximum weight of uncovered elements in each iteration, until k sets are selected for the Max-kCover problem or the total weight of coverage exceeds c for the Partial-Cover problem. This greedy algorithm has an approximation ratio 1 − 1 e ≈ 0.632 for the Max-k-Cover problem and 1 + ln c for the Partial-Cover problem [17] .
For the Max-k-Cover problem used in many applications, we desire not only a large coverage, but also a ranking of sets, which indicates the contribution of each set to the cover. We introduce the concept of prefix-optimality to define such an ordering. DEFINITION 2.1. (α-PREFIX-OPTIMAL) We say an ordered collection of k sets S 1 , S 2 , ..., S k α-prefix-optimal for the Max-k-Cover problem, if for any 1 ≤ k ≤ k, S 1 , ..., S k is an α-approximation to the Max-k -Cover problem.
As an example, the greedy algorithm outputs an ordered list of sets which is (1 − 1 e )-prefix-optimal for the Maxk-Cover problem. The prefix-optimal ordering offers the flexibility to choose an arbitrary number of sets with a large coverage. Once we have an α-prefix-optimal ordering, we can approximate the Partial-Cover problem by picking sets in order until the weight of their union exceeds the pre-determined threshold c. This simple algorithm has an approximation ratio 1 + log 1 1−α c (proof similar to the one in [17] ).
Notations. In the following, small letters represent elements, capital letters represent sets of elements, and calligraphic letters represent collections of sets. Specifically, we always use O to represent a collection of optimal sets, and OP T for the value of the optimal solution. We denote the number of sets in a collection S by n S .
Related works
We can solve the Max-k-Cover problem by a greedy algorithm [17] . On the other hand, a hardness result [10] indicates that we cannot do better than the greedy approach in polynomial time assuming P = N P . Nemhauser et al. [23] present the first swapping-based algorithm for the Max-k-Cover problem. The algorithm makes multiple passes over the entire dataset and has a 1/2 approximation ratio. Gomes and Krause [15] apply this idea and show empirically that this method converges in not too many rounds under reasonable assumptions. Saha and Getoor [24] give the first one-pass swapping-based algorithm. Their algorithm has a 1/4 approximation ratio. Ausiello et al. [1] later improve the ratio for small k. They also show that 1/2 is a lower bound for any deterministic or randomized algorithm with the constraint that only k sets can be stored. Another line of works on finding large-scale maximum k-covers focus on designing efficient parallel algorithms [3, 8] .
The Set-Cover problem can be solved by the same greedy approach. It has an approximation ratio O(ln n), which is optimal assuming N P DT IM E(n O(log log n) ) [10] , where n is the size of the universe. Efficient solutions for the Set-Cover problem have been studied for a long time. [14, 16] demonstrate that the greedy approach works very well on real instances. Cormode et al. [9] modify the greedy algorithm by applying the bucketing idea for disk-resident dataset. [2] [3] [4] propose efficient greedy parallel algorithms for the Set-Cover problem.
The Partial-Cover problem is a generalization of the Set-Cover problem which can also be solved by the same greedy approach. Gandhi et al. [12] present a primal-dual approach to the Partial-Cover problem where every element has a bounded frequency. Könemann et al. [19] further generalize the Partial-Cover problem by assigning different costs to sets.
Swapping-based One-pass Algorithm
In this section, we first review the structure of swappingbased one-pass algorithms [1, 24] , and give a time and space complexity analysis (which is missing in the original papers). We then give a simple example to illustrate the difficulty of extending the algorithm to provide a prefix-optimal ordering, or to the Partial-Cover problem. In the following context, we denote SOPS in [24] by SOPS1 and in [1] by SOPS2.
Swapping-based algorithms
The swapping-based algorithm always keeps k sets S 1 , ..., S k as the current solution to the Max-k-Cover problem. The algorithm starts by picking the first k sets. To process a new set S, it computes a specific score function for S and the k sets in the current cover. The score function depends on C and S. The score of a set S with respect to cover C is usually a function of the weight of the elements exclusively covered by S. In SOPS1,
The algorithm replaces an S j of the smallest score with S if score(S) > 2 * score(S j ) (SOPS1), or score(S) + w(C \ S j ) > (1 + 1 k )w(C) (SOPS2). Both algorithms achieve an approximation ratio at least 1/4, with SOPS2 slightly better for small k. However, as we observe in experiments, the solution quality of SOPS2 is much worse than SOPS1.
Complexity. The space complexity for both algorithms is O(
The time complexity is quite different. In SOPS1, score(S i ) depends on both C and S, which has to be recomputed each time the algorithm processes a new set. The time for processing
The algorithm recomputes scores of S 1 , ..., S k only after S replaces some S i . Otherwise, the time for processing S is O(|S|). Hence, SOPS2 is usually much faster than SOPS1, which is demonstrated in experiments.
Difficulty of Extensions
We give a simple example to show that the swapping-based one-pass algorithm fails to produce a non-trivial prefix-optimal ordering, or solution to the Partial-Cover problem. Suppose we have a stream of sets S 1 , S 2 , ...., S k , S k+1 , where S 1 , ..., S k are pair-wise disjoint and of size 1, S k+1 = k/2 i=1 S i . Both swapping-based algorithms pick S 1 , ..., S k as solution to the Max-k -Cover problem, for k/2 ≤ k ≤ k. However, we need to put S k+1 in the first place to form a nontrivial prefix-optimal ordering. Using the same example for the Partial-Cover problem for c = 1 + k/2, if the swapping-based algorithm decides to keep c sets, then it outputs c as a solution while the optimal solution is 2.
Motivated by this example, we observe that the swapping-based algorithms consider only the marginal increase of a set to the current cover, while the quality of the cover depends also on the weight of the set. We utilize this information to design a new one-pass streaming algorithm.
Greedy-based One-pass Algorithm
In this section, we introduce a novel one-pass streaming algorithm, which is based on the standard greedy approach, but uses a restricted memory and makes one pass through the entire data. Our algorithm outputs a prefix-optimal ordering of sets, and thus can easily solve the Max-k-Cover and the Partial-Cover problems. We first give the details of our algorithm with complexity analysis. We then compare our algorithm to the swapping-based algorithms. Finally, we present an analysis of the performance guarantee.
Algorithm
Contrary to previous approaches [1, 23, 24] , we do not restrict the sets we can keep to be exactly k. Rather, we assume that we can hold O(|U |) elements in memory. This assumption basically says our memory can keep the universe of elements, and thus is large enough for solving the Max-k-Cover or the Partial-Cover problems with any k, c. We denote the collection of sets in memory by C. During the execution of the algorithm, we might modify a set by deleting some elements it contains. In the following context, when we talk about the weight of a set in C, we refer to its weight after possible element deletions.
We want to mimic the standard greedy process, where we always choose the set which maximizes the increase of cover in each iteration, but in an online fashion. To adapt to this change, we compare every new set S to the sets in C which have weight at least a 1 β fraction of w(S), for some parameter β > 1. We denote the collection of these sets by U S and the rest by L S . We delete elements in S which are also contained in U S . In other words, we count elements covered uniquely by S \U S , rather than S \C as in swappingbased algorithms. If S remains at least w(S)/β elements, we insert S to C. Otherwise, as the weight of S decreases, we update U S and keeps on comparing S with the new U S , until either S is inserted, or S is empty and discarded. If S is inserted, we say S is ordered before sets in L S , and we also update L S by deleting all elements in L S which belong to S. We call this whole procedure Sif t(S, C, β). To efficiently check if an element in S belongs to U S and to fast locate sets in L S which intersect S, we can use a map to keep the set that every element in C belongs to. In this way, procedure Sif t runs in time linear to the size of S.
We give an example on how Sift is executed. Suppose we have S 1 = {a, b, c, d, e, f }, S 2 = {g, h, i, j, k}, S 3 = {l, m, n, o}, S 4 = {p, q, r}, S 5 = {s, t}, S 6 = {u} in C and set β = 1.1. Now we have a new set S = {a, l, s, u, v}. In this case, U S = {S 1 , S 2 }. S is updated by S \ U S = {l, s, u, v}. Then S 3 is included into U S and S is further updated to {s, u, v}. S 4 is then included into U S but this time S stays unchanged and we insert S into C. L S = {S 5 , S 6 }. S 5 is updated by S 5 \ S = {t}. S 6 becomes empty and is deleted from C.
The whole algorithm executes by calling the Sift procedure to every set in a stream. We show later that the output of this algorithm is an α β -prefix optimal ordering of sets in C, for a constant α β depending on the parameter β. To obtain a solution to the Max-k-Cover problem, we pick the largest k sets from C. For the Partial-Cover problem, we pick the largest p sets, for the smallest p such that their total weight exceeds c. We give a description of this algorithm GOPS in Algorithm 1. £ Insert S.
8:
while S is not inserted to C and S is not empty do
9:
S ←− S.
10:
U S ←− {T ∈ C|w(T ) ≥ w(S)/β}.
11:
S ←− S \ U S .
12:
if w(S) ≥ w(S )/β then 13: Insert S to C. 
for T ∈ L S and T S = ∅ do
20:
T ←− T \ S.
21:
Delete T from C if it becomes empty. 
Comparison to swapping-based algorithms
We compare the two types of one-pass streaming algorithms, SOPSs [1, 24] with GOPS from an algorithm design point of view. We give more comparisons based on experimental performance in Section 5. SOPS has the advantages of being nonparametric, and it keeps the original data during execution. However, unlike GOPS, it is less flexible as there is no easy way to extend SOPS to produce a prefix-optimal ordering or to solve the Partial-Cover problem.
A typical swapping-based algorithm keeps k sets in memory. Hence, the memory consumption is O(
If k is large, this quantity can be much larger than the space for storing the universe, and may not even be held in memory. The time complexity for processing a set of
It is much larger than GOPS especially for medium or large k. As for SOPS2, the time for computing score(S) is less than the time GOPS takes to process S. However, if S is kept, SOPS2 will recompute score(S i ), i = 1, ..., k, then the single set processing time is higher than GOPS. As we observe in experiments, the average single set processing time of SOPS2 is higher than GOPS.
Analysis
In this section, we show that GOPS outputs an α β -prefix optimal set ordering by analyzing its approximation ratio to the Max-k-Cover problem for arbitrary k. This implies the approximation ratio of the Partial-Cover problem is 1 + log 1 1−α β c. Since we cannot access the whole data in advance, the performance guarantee of GOPS can be worse than that of the standard greedy algorithm, 1 − 1 e . We explain the main reason of this performance decay by the following example. EXAMPLE 4.1. Suppose in a data stream, we first have a collection S = {S 1 , ..., S n } of disjoint sets of weight {w 1 , ..., w n }, where w 1 ≥ w 2 ≥ · · · ≥ w n . The algorithm keeps every set in S. Then we have a collection T , where every set T in T has weight at least β times the maximum set-weight in S when the algorithm starts processing T . Moreover, T has an intersection of weight w 1 − w 2 with S 1 , an intersection of weight w 2 − w 3 with S 1 , S 2 , and generally an intersection of weight w i − w i+1 with S 1 , ..., S i , for i satisfying that i j=1 j(w j − w j+1 ) ≤ µ and i+1 j=1 j(w j − w j+1 ) > µ, and finally an intersection of weight (µ − i j=1 j(w j − w j+1 ))/(i + 1) with S 1 , .., S i+1 . By the Sift process, after inserting T , S j decreases by w j − w i + (µ − i j=1 j(w j − w j+1 ))/(i + 1), for j = 1, ..., i, i + 1.
In general, we say a set S splits a collection of sets C if S is ordered before the sets in C and S has an intersection with every set in C. To simplify description, we sometimes say a collection C 1 splits a collection C 2 when we only require that every set in C 1 splits a subcollection of C 2 , not necessarily the whole collection. Back to the example, the splitting event could repeat many times until the set S i in S remains of weight ν i ≥ 0, i ≥ 1. Assume in this stream, the collection S becomes empty at some point and we have a collection T . If the stream stops, we can extract a better k-cover from T than S. However, the splitting events can again happen. Suppose we have a collection S , where S T = T \ S. Every set S in S has weight at least β times the maximum set-weight in T when the algorithm starts processing S . The way S intersects T is similar to the way T intersects S. The difference from the T splitting S scenario is that, S intersects of weight w(S ) with T . Moreover, after we process all sets in S , every set in T leaves weight µ, which is the common part of T and S. Now, the stream ends.
We illustrate the whole event in Figure 1 . Observe that S and S are disjoint. After being split by S , T covers the same set of elements as S but using more sets. The optimal solution contains the k largest sets in S and S, while GOPS chooses the k largest sets from S and T after being split by S (the white part of T ). If we consider S and S as collections of sets chosen by a greedy algorithm, GOPS performs strictly worse due to splitting events.
We are now ready to compute the approximation ratio of GOPS. We first summarize how we compute the approximation ratio. Let A be k sets chosen by GOPS and ALG be the value of this solution. We first construct a collection of auxiliary sets G from A, such that G is a greedy solution. Let GR be the weight of coverage by sets in G. For parameter β, we will show that
We then find a lower bound c β of ALG GR with the aid of computer simulation. Hence, the approximation ratio of GOP- 
For practical reason, we consider β ranging from 1.1 to 1.9. We list the approximation ratio α β , and g β , c β in Table 1 . In the following analysis, some proofs and deductions are omitted due to space constraint.
Let A = {S 1 , ..., S k }. We say a set S * is the original set of S if S * is a set with no element deletion and S is a subset of S * after S * being modified. We construct an auxiliary collection G as follows.
• Construction of G. 1. For any set S i ∈ A, let S * i be the corresponding original set of S i . Consider a set of elements E S which belong to {S * i } but not {S i }. For any element e ∈ E S , suppose e belongs to every set in the subcollection {S * ij }, add e to the set in {S ij } with the largest weight. Denote the new collection by A .
2. For any set S in the data stream and S / ∈ A , consider all those sets such that S \ A has at least the minimum setweight in A . Add the qualified sets to A greedily. (Note that we need to update A every time we insert a new set.) Denote the new collection by G .
3. Pick the first k largest sets from G greedily, denote the collection of these k sets by G.
• Compute lower bound of ALG GR . We first consider the splitting event in Example 4.1. A collection S is split by T and T is split by S . This event can happen many times when we process a data stream by GOPS. Namely, we can have a chain of collection, S 1 , T 1 , ..., S l−1 , T l−1 , S l , where T i splits S i and is split by S i+1 , for i = 1, 2, ..., l. The splitting events can be more complicated than a chain of collections S 1 , T 1 ..., S l−1 , T l−1 , one splits another. For example, a collection S 1 might be first split by T 1 into sets of weight ν > ν, T 1 is then split by S 2 , finally, S 1 and S 2 can be both split by T 2 . Namely, a collection can be split by more than one collection of sets. With the aid of computer simulation, we rule out this kind of scenario as a worst case instance.
Hence, we focus on the event for collections S 1 , T 1 , ..., S l−1 , T l−1 , S l , T i splits S i and is split by S i+1 , for i = 1, 2, ..., l. We deduct performance lower bounds for this event, and then search for the minimum value of those bounds by numerical computation.
For simplicity, we assume that every set in S i remains of weight ν ≥ 0 after being split by T i , and every set in T i remains of weight µ ≥ 0 after being split by S i+1 , for i = 1, ..., l − 1. The original collections S 1 , ..., S l−1 , S l are disjoint. Collections S 1 , T 1 ..., S l−1 , T l−1 after being split are also disjoint. A contains the largest k sets from S l and collections S 1 , T 1 ..., S l−1 , T l−1 after being split. G does not contain sets in T i . G contains the largest k sets in the original sets from S 1 , ..., S l−1 , S l . To compute the approximation ratio of GOPS, we first have the following observation. CLAIM 4.2. Given a collection S which is split by a collection T into sets of weight ν. Assume set T i in T has an intersection of weight µ with S, then we can determine the minimum-weighted collection T which satisfies those conditions by the procedure for defining T in Example 4.1.
Denote the collection of sets included in G from
since the weight of sets in T i only serve as a lower bound of weight of sets in S i+1 , we can assume that T i consists of sets generated by the procedure in Example 4.1. Notice that in this way, the size of T i is larger than the size of S i . Assume for simplicity that µ ≥ ν, A contains the first min{k, n S l } largest sets S l from S l , and k − n S l sets of weight µ if n S l < k, or A is S l if n S l ≥ k. Assume for simplicity that every original set in S 1 has weight w 1 . Fix w 1 and S i , let γ i be the ratio of w(Q i+1 ) and w(Q i ) when S i+1 is defined by the procedure in Example 4.1, for i ≥ 1. Let δ be the ratio of w(S l ) and w(Q l−1 ) when S l is defined by the procedure in Example 4.1. In general cases, w(Q i+1 ) ≥ γ i w(Q i ), for i = 1, ..., l − 1, and w(S l ) ≥ δw(Q l−1 ). We first consider the n S l < k case. In this case, S l equals to S l . We can derive l lower bounds of ALG GR which are,
The case n S l ≥ k implies the same lower bounds as (4.2). Therefore, the performance ratio of this instance is the minimum value of (4.1) and (4.2). However, it is still not clear under what combination of parameters ν, µ, w 1 , l and n S1 , the ratio ALG GR obtains the minimum value. We search for such a combination of parameters via numerical computation. We observe that for fixed w 1 , ν, µ, l, the minimum performance ratio converges as n S1 becomes large. The result is presented in Table 1 .
As a remark, we observe that c β increases monotonically with respect to β. Intuitively, when splitting happens, the maximum set-weight in Q i+1 should be at least β 2 times that of Q i . Hence, the maximum set-weight in Q l should be at least β 2(l−1) times that of Q 1 . This β 2(l−1) factor shows up in both denominator and numerator of (4.1), (4.2). When β, l increase, it becomes the dominating factor of lower bounds of (4.1), (4.2). Therefore, c β increases monotonically with respect to β.
Experiments

Experiments setup
We conduct experiments to test performance of GOPS and two SOPSs [1, 24] on the Maxk-Cover problem, GOPS on the Partial-Cover problem, and GOPS with respect to β. Experiments are conducted in in-memory and external environments. As finding exact solution to either coverage problem is very time-consuming, we use standard greedy algorithm to provide comparative quality results for both problems.
Real-world Data. Datasets from the Frequent Itemset Mining Dataset Repository 1 . We in particular appreciate the effort of authors who make the dataset retail.dat [6] , accidents.dat [13] , and webdocs.dat [21] available. We also generate another six datasets from network datasets 2 , ca-AstroPh(astro), email-EuAll(email), amazon0601(amazon), web-Google(google), wiki-Talk(wiki), and soc-LiveJounal1(liveJ). For a network G with vertex set V and edge set E, let S v be the union of v and its neighbors. We let U = V , S = {S v } v∈V . An interpretation of a k-cover can be found in [22] . Finally, data from feature selection in subgraph search problem [27] , we call it graph.
The statistics of real-world data are summarized in Table  2 . We perform external tests on real-world data, for k = 20, 50, 100, 500.
Implementation and System. The swapping-based algorithms SOPS1 and SOPS2 are implemented following what suggested in [24] . GOPS is implemented following Section 4.1. We slightly modify the algorithm for the Set Cover problem proposed in [9] to implement greedy algorithm. For parameter p in [9] , we set p = 1.1. As shown in [9] , their version produces covers of almost the same quality as standard greedy implementation. The modification to the Max-k-Cover and the Partial-Cover problems follows Section 2.
The experiments are conducted on a server machine with a 2.67GHz Intel Xeon 4-core processer, running Linux 2.6.18 and gcc 4.1.2. The system has 256KB L2 cache per core, 8192KB L3 cache, and 24G main memory. We implement all algorithms in C++, and use the STL implementation for all data structures.
Results 1. Comparison of GOPS and SOPSs as
external algorithms on the Max-k-Cover problem (Table  4) . Space complexity. The memory consumption for two SOPS algorithms are very similar, which increases when k increases. GOPS has the same memory usage for any k. For medium-sized sets, GOPS consumes more space than SOPSs as it has a space complexity linear to the size of the universe. While for large datasets, GOPS outperforms SOPSs (webdocs, graph etc.). Time complexity. GOPS has a clear win on time efficiency. It is of several orders of magnitude faster than SOPS1, and 10 2 ∼ 10 3 faster than SOPS2 on large datasets and large k. There are several tests SOPSs fail to finish within 24 hours. The time complexity of GOPS does not depend on k. It has more significant advantage on larger k (k ≥ 100). Solution quality. GOPS and SOPS1 generally produce higher quality cover than SOPS2 (up to 25%, pumsb, astro, amazon). GOPS is often better than SOPS1 (5% ∼ 10%). GOPS performs a little worse but almost similar to the greedy solution, e.g. 4% less in retail.
In conclusion, GOPS has a better time and space efficiency for large datasets and similar solution quality as greedy algorithm. SOPS1 is not efficient even for mediumscale datasets (e.g. retail). SOPS2 is more efficient than SOPS1 but does not produce comparatively good solution. On the other hand, SOPSs have better space complexity for medium scale datasets.
2. Comparison of GOPS and standard greedy algorithm for the Partial-Cover problem (Figure 2 ). To test performance on the Partial-Cover problem, we plot curve of coverage with respect to number of sets k on four datasets. The curve has an increasing derivative. GOPS performs similarly for the first half of coverage. However, as coverage approaching to full coverage, it uses more sets than greedy algorithm (about 10% more in retail, kosarak.). In practice, we often choose coverage when the corresponding derivative is small, e.g. 1 (otherwise we need much more sets to cover the same number of elements). In this case, GOPS selects similar number of sets as greedy algorithm (up to 5% more in retail).
Impact of β to GOPS (Tabel 3).
We test the influence of β to the performance of GOPS on four realworld datasets in-memory for k = 20, 50, 100. As we observe from results that the running time and memory consumption do not differ too much for different β, we include only the solution quality in Table 3 . For β = 1.9, the solution is often 5% worse than the best one. β < 1.5 it generally performs better. β = 1.5, 1.7 is a little worse (1% ∼ 2%) than the best one. Notice that in Table 1 , the worst case ratio for β = 1.1 is less than β = 1.9 because of splitting. However, worst case ratio may not capture performance of an algorithm on real-world data. Based on experimental results, we would prefer to choose β < 1.5 for GOPS.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel greedy-based one-pass streaming algorithm for the Max-k-Cover and the PartialCover problems by producing a prefix-optimal set ordering. By computer-aided simulation, we find that the algorithm has an approximation ratio around 0.3 on the Max-k-Cover problem. We show both from analysis and experiments that
